
Adventure has a cost. In one of his famous parables, Jesus says to count the cost
before the adventure. Jesus’s count-the-cost parable gives two examples: a tower’s
builder and king going to war. The builder had better ensure sufficient funds to finish
the tower, or the unfinished tower will stand to the builder’s shame. The king had
better ensure sufficient troops to win the war, or the lost war will topple the king.
Jesus’s parable isn’t merely about prudence in worldly things. The parable is instead
about discipleship. Following Jesus means carrying a cross, not just free food and
miracle healings.

We intuitively understand Jesus’s count-the-cost
parable. We all know our tendency to want to rush
in for adventure. Most of us have faced reckoning
with an adventure’s exorbitant cost. That reckless
abandon down the black-diamond ski hill? Ouch:
should’ve counted the broken-leg cost. That
expensive sports car, sailboat, or second home?
Ouch: should’ve counted the depreciation and
carrying costs. Yet in saying to count the cost,
Jesus doesn’t mean to avoid the adventure to avoid
the cost. Just the opposite: Kings going to war is
just kings being kings. Builders building towers is
just builders building things. Jesus’s examples
suggest an inevitability to our pursuit. We’re going

out for adventure, sure thing.

Jesus’s cost-counting admonition shouldn’t discourage our discipleship adventure.
That’s not the point. Jesus wasn’t saying to us to forget about it and to get lost. Jesus’s
cost-counting admonition instead sets the terms for the right discipleship adventure.
Pursuing discipleship for personal gain isn’t the point. Discipleship for personal glory
is the wrong adventure, an unbuildable tower or lost-cause war. Discipleship for God’s
glory is the point. Indeed, in Christian discipleship, the cost is the glory, not the shame
or pain, of adventure. The cross, where Jesus gave his all for us, wasn’t Jesus’s shame
or pain but his throne. Counting the cost isn’t for us to say that our pockets aren’t deep
enough. Counting the cost is for us to focus on the true reward of discipleship, which
is to lose everything we wrongly hold as valuable to embrace everything we rightly
receive from Christ’s grace.


